
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of manager,
consolidations. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for manager, consolidations

Book all intercompany journals during the month including raising and
processing intercompany invoices on behalf of the initiators
Own the set-up of new entities including coordinating with tax and treasury
on capitalization, intercompany loans, and intercompany agreements
Research intercompany out of balances and assist in resolving these out-of-
balances as they occur
Manage monthly financial consolidation process and review consolidated
financial statements
Accurate and timely preparation of internal and external financial schedules
Administration of the General Ledger (Peoplesoft) and A&F’s budgeting
system (Hyperion), including managing set-up and master data changes,
including chart of accounts and department structures
Deep knowledge of relationships and dependencies between the General
Ledger, Hyperion and other A&F systems, and how they are reflected in the
Company’s books and records
Preparation and review of the Company’s statement of cash flows, for both
consolidated and statutory audit purposes, including analysis of the impact of
foreign exchange and currency translation adjustments
Communicate and manage the monthly consolidated close process
Manage integration of joint venture financial statements

Qualifications for manager, consolidations

Example of Manager, Consolidations Job Description
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Ability to manage multiple, competing priorities and escalate or resolve
issues appropriately
Effective collaboration with the Company’s internal and external reporting
functions, internal and external auditors, IT, Tax and Treasury to support
overall department goals and objectives
Minimum of 8 years of industry and/or public accounting experience
Knowledge of Peoplesoft and Hyperion, or similar systems, strongly
preferred
Experience with the consolidation process, including elimination entries,
consolidating international entities with foreign currencies, preparing journal
entries and maintaining a general ledger


